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JanSCHMIDT" 

Introduction 

One aspect of Ottom~ culture that is aİmost impossible to overlook, 
particularly for scholars who work with manuscripts, is the occul! sciences. 
Their existence and their importance in Ottoman scholarly discourse, and also in 
daily life has been paid hardly any·scholarly attention so far and is largely 
ignored in such works as studies on tlıe history of Ottoman education and 

· ıearning.ı In the following I wm·make what must be an inevitably modest 
attempt to repair this deficiency and to highlight a few aspects. 

What do I. mean by the occult .sciences? Roughly spe~ng, these 
· comprise magic and divination, which in turn range from such varying matters 
as, according to mod~rn scholarshJ,p, pseudo-sc~ences· !ike astrology and 
knowledg~ <;>f incantations ~d talismans, as well as such dubious practices as 
dic~-cas~ng and palqıistry. Ottoi:nan manuscripts, particulıi!lY those actually 
read and used (and not kept solely as precious objects in court libraries), more 
often than not show hints of the genre: formulas for amulets, prescriptions for 
prayers/incantations for specific purposes, divinatory diagrams and tb~ like. 

* 
ı 

University ofLeiden 

See, e.g., Aykut Kazancıgıl, Osmanlılarda Bilim ve Teknoloji, second iınpr., Istanbul 
2000, whicb gives the impression that the development of science - exact science - and 
technology in the Ottoman Empire ran more or less parallel to, even if heavily inspired 
by, that in the West; there is hardly mention of occult sciences. 

OSMANLI ARAŞTIRMALARI, XXIII (2003). 
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The subject is broad and many-facetted, not least because of its l~ng history 
predating the Ottoman Empire and. indeed, Islam itself. Magic and divination -
I have already used the words 'pseudo-science' and 'dubious practices' - may 
not be taken seriously by many of us n~w, but they ceq.ainly see m .to have been 
important in the Ottoman 'E:mpire, and this has certainly ilsa· bee~ the case, we 
should reali.Ze, in the Westem world eve~ after the Eıilightenment liad gradually 
banned them from of the academic repert~ire in th~ eighteenth century. In fact. 
in Islamic scholarship the occult sciences were traditionally ranged under the 
rubric of secondary sciences that were closely related to, and actually 
considered to be derived from, the exact sciences. An authoritative 
encyclopaedia compiled in Egypt in the fourteenth century, for example, pays 
due attention to the subject and has brief descriptions of physiognomy, the 
interpretation of dreams, astrology, magic, talismanic science, . 'sfmfya' 
(evocation ofnon-existing images) and alchemy.2 .... ! ....... 

Occult Sciences .and Islam .... 

A 'delicate aspect of these sciences was thei.İ' encroachinent ()n fıelds 
traditionally reserv~d -for ~stablished re~gion. The môre orthodox .elemen~ in 
.Islamic society· would dismiss themas s~perstition, or even worie: he~esy, and 
inevitably tlns proble~ fs · touched upon iıİ general works discusşinğ ·ısl~c 
dogma and morals, and also in encyclopaedic works. İn the aforenientioned 
Egyptian· encyclop'aedia, for instance: the active use ·of incantations; if not 
perhaps the knowledge· about the m, ·is declared to be illi. c it u nder Islami c law. 3 

A popular sjxteenth-century Ottomaıi treatise - niore than tWo hundred 
'manuscripts have survived -·on Hanefıte dogma, Mehmed Birgili Efendi' sa!
Tanqat al-Muhammadiya,4 pays bri«?f attention to astrology and magic: these are 

2 

3 
4 

··. . ' 

Jan Just Witkam, .pe Egyptisclıe arts Jbn:az~Akftinl (gest. 74911 348) en i.ijn 'iıideling van 
de wetşnsclıappen, .~iden 1989, pp. 199-203. 

lbid. p. 198. 

A parallel work, entitled Vaşiyet{ntime], written in simple Turkish by the same author, 
does not mention science and concentrates on the proper behaviour 'for Hanefıte 
Muslims; it was even more popular: the Leiden Universicy collection alone. preserves 
twenty-one copies of it, together with four commentaries on it and a rhym~ version. In 
both works, Birgili Efendi, 'founding father of.Onoman fundamentalism', 'attempted to 
eliminate ambiguities o( faith or belief by providing th.e community with a catechism of 
fundamentals in sirnple prose', Madeline C. Zilfı, The Politics of Piety; The Ottoman 
Ulema in the Postclassical Age (1600-1800), Minneapolis 1988; p. 144. ·' · · 
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declared illicit, belo:ı.ıging to th~ ,~ategory 'marz~i'arz.ha' ., Astronomy, on the 
other hand, was all rig4t ı:ıs long as it was practised fo.r ı.ı~eful purpos_es like 
spotting .~e ne~ ~o~n durİng. the month of Ramadan or ~stablishing the p~yer. 
dirı!.ction.s A si.İnilar argÜment is found ina treatise on commercial transac.tio!ls. 
written by a certain, Hamza Efendi !n 1678.6 (The a{-Tariqat al-Mul:za.mmadiya 
was, not surpri~irigİy; one . of his sources.) It is vicious (H. ab iş): the" author 
states, to try to miıke a profit by practising divination (fal) and bibliomancy. 
(nüsyaczli(c), an~ fı1 general magic such as ornitiioimincy. Whösoeyer bdieves 
what a fortUne-tellei:(fazcı) says abmit occult things is aiı 'iı)fidel and is denying 
the revelation of tıie · KÖran-.7 The s~e problem with 'magiÇ eXisted .in the 
medieval West where 'ihe Christian Churciı eventually, ciespite earİiet 
opposition, accepted cei:tain . fornis of pagan magic, such as. lot 'casting, 
astrology and certailı healing methods, and also absorbed elemen ts of it iri to itS . 
dôctrines. 8 · · · · · - · · ' · · 

Nev'i on the a·ccuİt Scienc~s 
. . .) 

To get an idea of ~ ~more subtle,_.eyen if sametimes .contradict~ry. 

approach to these m~tter~ th~ ~ir~ Efendi 'Yas ready to concede, and perhaps. 
more representatjve . of.the broad Isl~c tradition ~~ of w _hat edu~ated 
Ottonians thougıit, it is necessary to look in an encyclopaedia, only slightly less 
popular than B_irg~i ~fendi'ş, wor~ •. ~n~tled ~etti}!iC _el-fi.inün ~e mabtisin el.: 
mütün, compİled by Yal).ya b. Pir tAli b;, Nı:tsüh, better known. as the poet 
Nev'i (d. ıoö7ti598~9).9 The. discourse İs punctuated by anecdotes, mostly . . . . . . 
situated in the lifetime of the Prophet and the early Caliphs, as well as by verses 
in Arabic, Persian and Turkish, some of them by the author hirnself. Most 
chapters contain question-and-answer sections resembling fatwas. Chapters are 
dedicated to such topics as the science of the interpretation of dreams ('ilm-i 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

·Bemd Radtke, 'Bifgi\~is Tariqa Mu/:ıammadiwa; einige Bemerkungen und Überlegun
gen', in Jan Schmidt, ed., Essays in HonourofBarbara Flemming II, Harvard University 
2002, p. 167. ~e o~gjnal text may be read in the Çairo edition of 1327, p. 2l. . 

For details, see Jan Schmidt, 'Hamza Efendi's Treatise on Buying and Selling of 1678', 
forthcorning. · · 

Risaletü /-bey' ve ş-şi ra', Leiden University Library Cod.Or. 11.547, ff. 42b-43a 

See Valerie I.J; Flint, The Rise of Magic in Early Mediaeval Europe, Princeton 1991. 

See for a description, Jan Schmidt, Catiılogue· of Turkish Ma'nuscripts in the Library of 
Leiden Unive;sity and Other Calleetion in the Netherlands I, Leiden 2000, pp. 351-3. · · 
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ta 'bir-i f/ ö.b ); the science of charms and enchantment ('ilm-i rufciiiO vu efsün); 
the science of (demoniacal) incantations ('ilm-i 'aziiyim); astrology .('ilm-i 
nücüm); and the science of human omens and ornithomancy ('ilm-i fö.l u 
zecr).ll · · 

Of the first science, the interpretation of dreams, 12 it is said that it 
concemed the 'rulings and qualities of images seen during sleep'; it was an 
ineomparab le (bi-naı,ir, rhyİning with ta 'bir) science, already acc~pted and 
desired by prophets and saiqts, beginning with the Prophet Yüsuf. Dreams 
make it possible to discover pastand predict future events, and, İnore generally, 
predict good or bad omens. In fact, as a .İiadith confırms, this way an upright 
man is able to partake of a (one-forty-sixth) share in prophethood (the one
forty-sixth referring to that part of MuHammad' s life before the Koran had been 
revealed to him but when he alıeady practised dream interpretation). (Tb~? ~ore 
upright aman is, the more trustworthy are.his dreams, as Nev'i explains in an 
aside further on - among the people who are not, or less, upright are reckoned 
poets of unsound metre, hermaphrodites, beggars, liars, ga~blei:s, and 
women.) One of the first great oneirocritics who unravelled the pİinciples of the 
science was Ibn Sirin [d. 110/728]. Two anecdotes from his . 'Aja'ib:i ta'bir13 
are quoted - I summarize the second one: when someone ··asked the author to 
interpret a dream in which olive oil had entered an olive, Ibn Sirin answered 
thatitmeant the dreamer had used his mother'sexually, up6~ which the son said 
that the matter had been investigated, but that it had turned· out ~at the womiın 
whom he had known sexually was his feriıale slave. 

10 "ın Arabic pronounced as ruqaıı, plural of nıqya. 
11 I use here the texts of two manuscripts: the Leiden University Library .Cod.Or. 949(1), 

copied in mid-Receb 996 (early June 1588), and the Uırecht University Library MS 16 B 
16, undated but probably later (the archaic 'dükeli' had been change:d into 'cümle'). 

12 Cod.Or. 949(1), ff. 47a~50b; MS 16 B 16, pp. 91-7. For a survey of the subject, see T. 
Fahd, 'Ru'yii.', in Encycl~paedia of l;laın, 2nd ed. ·. .· " -, 

13 A work with this title is not documented, cf. C.A. Storey, Persian Literature; A Bio
Bibliographical Survey II/3, Leiden 1977, pp. 466-7, but perhaps no precise title is 
meant here. A Turkish translation, entitled Ta'bimiime, of a Persian version of one of 
his works, perhaps the Ta'bir ar-Ru'yfı, is found in the Leiden University Library 

Cod.Or. 14.515; cf. T. Fahd, 'lbn Sirin', in Encyclopaedia of Islam, 2nd ed. 
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Only one out of three types of drea.ms, according to Nev'i, can be 
submitted to interpretation and reflects Go d' s will;. excluded are ( 1) drea.ms 
influenced by illness and the concomitant disturbance in the balance of body 
fluids, or (2) those which ha\'e their origin in day-dreaming and ~allucinations. 
During true, undisturbed sleep, the limbs and senses come to rest. If human 
reasoning has thus been shut off from external influences, spiritual qualities 
may prevail. In that state the pressure of bodily needs -~so tends' to be overcome 
and one is better able to perceive the true form of ideas (ma 'ani bi- •aynihf), but 
because images seen during sleep are only few and disconnected and therefore 
not readily 'visible' as they would be during full consciousness, one needs to 
construct their meaning in retrospect. Man in this is unlike a prophet who 
perceives with undiminished senses aS clearly when awake as when asleep. The 
same is true of sheiks who suppress their physicaİ needs . and are ab le to 
reiruprce theif reason with spiritual powers; they are ruso better aware of past 
~d ·ruture events either in a state of sleep or when awake. Finally~ Nev'i 
discusse·s the six conditioiıs under which interp'retations of an identical image· 
may differ: this depends on language- a word of a certaiiı spelling 'seeiı' ina 
dream may mean differerit things in different languages, which in turn reqüires 
a different interpretation - but in the same way also on religion, profession, 
time, place and circumstances. The seetion e.nds with. an anecdote: a man 
dreamed that his penis and testides were cut off. lnterpieters told him that it 
meant that: (1) he would lose his eyebrows, that is, his honour; (2) that he 
would not be able to beget male children; (3) that hiırpenis would be clit off; (4) 
that he would lose his fortune; (5) that ~e would be far away from his relatives 
and tribe; (6) ·that actually both his penis and tescicles would be cut off. What 
happened was this: feeling guilty, the man divorced his wife, departed ona 
joumey, took leave of his son, went to sea, suffered shipwreck, and perished 
after a swordfısh had cut off his manly parts. Indeed, Nev'i concludes ina 
verse, the interpretation of drearns is a tricky business! . 

. Turning to the science of charıns and enchantment,l4 Nev'i states that it is 
known and accepted among all nations of the earth, and is practised by 'ascetics 
and w.orshlppei:s'. lt is coiısl.dered to. be the spiritual ptmdant of the science of . . . . . .· ' . 
medicine (Tıbb-i rüfıanf), which is illl:Jstrated b)' an ~ecdote about Galen who 

14 Cod.Or. 949, ff. 50b-51a; MS 16 B 16, p. 97. 
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recominended consultiıtion with an ascetic who was able to cure the·sick by 
'reciting something and breathing' on them (biçarelere bir nesne 'o/sur 
üfürür ... '). [As such it vias a useful practice, part of. 'white magic', which does 
not barın people and was even prac·tised by the .Prophet; rather than devilish 
'black magic')5] . j ; · : ; ,. • , • 

'About the third. shience, that 9f iiıcantations/6 Nev'I begiİıs by statiiıg 
that it ·was found useful by the Imam ruza in a work aptly entitled Sir·r~i 
1Jıektüm. ı7 It is aiso perl:nitted, ~ i,s stiıted ~ '•an böokS and treatises', :6n~ef 
Islamic law. What follows·, however, .is not so mucii ·a discussioıi of demönic 
incantations (related to ~lack magic) asa continuation of the. discus.si.on ~bou:t 
the. beneficial use of ~ha!ms and enchantment, particuıar·irı 'inedic'al practice: 
Nev'i r~lates a tradition ·~c-cording to which the Proph~t had d~dai:ed to his wife 
'A 'isha that the use .. of ch~ (rulcya) ·was permissible as löng a!i the texts useö 
were derived from the· 'Book of God' (min. iciiab Allah): For h~allng p'ci>pl~ 
there are basically' 'tWo Iİıethocis: either to utter words' and 'breath' theni lıpon 
the patient, or to write ·th~ ·~o~ds on a piece of paper 'and (~t~n .~s~ öıito ili,!! 
suffe.rer. It is useless to use 'words of blasj>hemy: or obsceiıities' :· that ·~s the 
equivalent of witchcraft ·ccadülı/s) and has np effeci; 'at least if not used by 
infidels (who rely on the power of the Devil). V~ous anecdotes with examples 
of medicin al charms and an ai:ıiulet to w ard . off eneıfties are' then givei).. -. . . ~ ' .. : .. . . .. 

Much.more detaj.led is th~ fourth chapter.oı:ı_astrplogyl~- in the following 
I summarize. Nev'i' s argumeı:ıts. ' [Astrology] interprets the celestial fon:ns and 
[their influence on] more hun;ıble events, and is, from .some·points of view, the 
most noble among sciences.' Uıereupon he mentions jts· th,ree mai.n branch~s: 

15 S~ for details, T. Fcihd, 'R~~· and 'Sil)r', in Encyc?o;aedia -of islan!, 2°~ ed. . ~ 
16 Cod.or. 949, ff. 51a-53a; :Ms 16 B 16, 'pp: 97-102. · · · -

17 Refers probably to as·Sirr al-Maktüm fi Mukhatabat ·a~-Nu/ü~. by Fakhr ad-Din b. al
Khatib ar-Razi (d. 606/1209), a work on astrology, cf. Cari Brockelrnann, Gesclıichte der 

arabisclıen Literatur.I, 2°d irnpr.· Leiden 1943, p-;507. Ther~ rnay have been ~ confusion 
here; one rather expects in view of the context a work 6y the great ar-Razi (Rhaz~. d. 
313/925 or 323/935), in·p'articuJar.his 'at-Tibbı ar-İW:irınf, which tenn is aı'so' rnentioned 

, here, ~f. L.E. Goo~~ in Eneyclopaedi~ of Islam, 2°d ed. . . 
18 Cod.Or. 949, ff. 57a-60b; MS 16 B 16, pp. 108-15; for a detailed survey of astrology in 

Islarnic scholarship, see Manfred Ullrnann, Die Natur- und-Geheimwissensclıaften im 
Islam, Leideo 1972, p. 271 ff. 
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Hisabiyar ('mathematics'; the precursor of astrometıy); tab 'iyat ('physics', the 
precursor ·of astrophysics); arid vehmiyat ('fantasmagorics', astrology 
proper).l9 The first tWo branches ·are not forbidden under Islamic law;the third 
is clearly rejected (rrıerdüd) by it.. There is ample. evidence of this both in the 
Koran and Hadith where_itis asşociated w ith. polytheism and the worshipping 
of stars.20 Nevertheleşs, astrological divination was widely practised in the 
Islamic.East, as it ,was (and stili is!) in the West, and Nev'i'goes into various 
technical details, mentioıı~ng the dominion (afıkam) of the sun, moon and. 
planets over certain 9ays of the weelç: Saturn-Saturday, Sun-Sunday, Moon
Monday, Mars-.Tuesday, Mercury-: Wednesday, Jupiter-Thursday, Venus
Friday. Cogently, the Moôn affects travel, Mars cupping and bleeding, 
Mercury the taking of medicine, Jupiter business affairs, and Venus marriage_ 
and copulation. Sa~ seemsto af:fect hunting and the Sun building, but this is 
not cert~n. In fa~t, there is no solid argument for believing that higher bodies 
influence events on ·earth, and -divination by observing the positions and· . . -
progress of these bod~~s through the celestial constellations is therefore 
impossible. There is -no straight causal relation as there is between fıre and 
smoke. ''I)lere is no indication for [it] that the stars cause fortune or ınisfortune, 
either by. calculati~n, by reasoning ['a~l) or through hearing, and from what 
one feels ·it. is cl~ar that most of these [astrological] nılings [afıkam] are not 
right.' ~o w is. it possible, for in~tance, that the eclipse of the Sun may predict 
the death of kings? According t.o !fadith, the Sun and Moon are signs of God -. 
they w ere actu~y crea~ed as ari adornment for the sky - and are not .dir~ctly 
connected to either the.li(e or eleatlı of a person on earth. Reasoning like this is . 
reprehensible (mer.mürn) •. perhaps ev.en forbidden .(belki memnü '). There. are 
thn~e grounds on wliich the pı:~ctice offlStrology should be suppressed: (1) ~t is 

· incompatible with monotheism and conducive to polytheism; (2) it had i ts origin 
in the 'science of miracles_' as practised by Idris. and thereby far toeyond the 
capacicy of nqrmal men who cannot work miracles or even observe all the stars 
- so far only forty-nine have been spotted but many remain undetected; and (3) 
it is simple impossible to know about events before they have occurred - thus. 
the poet Anwari vainly predicted a dev.astating gale in 581 ·(1185-6), when 

19 Cf. T. Fahd, '(AI)l5am al-)Nudjüm', in Encyclopaedia of Islam, 2nd ed. 

20 Nev'i quotes süra 37:88: 'And He cast a glance at the stars, then He said: Surely I am 
sick [of you worshipping theser. · 
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Saturo and Mars were in conjunction in the Sign of Libra, to. Sultan Tun121 
(Nev'i adds that thirty years later Chingiz Khan did devastate Transoxania) -; 
man is powerless against fate: God sirnply does what He w~ ts. . . . · . . .. ' 

Ina fifth chapter, finally, Nev'i disciısses. the science of human omens·. 
and ornithomancy.22 This concems knowledge about 'things ansing •from 
future .events' that is obtained, e.g., by opening the Koran and th.fowing dice. 
Nev'i saysitisa practice accepted by 'people of perfection' ·and recorrırnended 
by the Prophet who reportedly said: What-a perfect thing this fal! It makes one· 
think well of God, brings peace and steadiness to the tom hearts of desperate 
lovers, and brings profit to businessmen. By contrast zecr (ornithomancy), 
'iyafet (zoomancy, in particular ornithomancy), !fre (a branch of ornithomancy: 
interpretation of the directian of the flight of birds), kehanet (divination, but· 
meant here are offensive forms like fark: divining by throwing pebbles - a 
primitive form of geomancy - as is clear'from the context) and ezliim ([the use 
of] divining arrows) are things inherited from pre-Islamic Arabian paganism 
(cahiliye).They lead to 'pernicious ideas' and heresy, and are forbidden under 
Islamic law.23 To the same category belongs 'irafe (inductive divination·by 
which genies are sametimes conjured up). Nev'i continues to disciiss other 
practlces, some of which were more acceptable (and also popular among the 
Ottomans): ibtilac (palmoscopy: the interpretation of conwlsiobs and nervous
twitches in human limbs), 'ketfe naıar etmek' (scapulamancy: divinat.'ion·by 
studying shoulder blades), lp.yafet (physiognomancy) and.firaset (the same but 
i ncluding the interpretation of behaviour and not only of extemal' iridications ). 24 

Nev'i adds that palmoscopy -in partietilar was popular and points to the 
existence of so-called segir-names ( 'twitch books', manuals explaining· the 
prognostic meaning ·of the convulsions and twitches) 'well-lmowri among tlie· 
people' ·and, according to some, based on ·the wisdom 'of Alexander 
Cıü l-Kameyn) and the Prophet'Danyal. But this, Nev'i adds, is only a rumour 
current among the common people för which there is no reasonable evidence: · 

21 A slightly different version is found in J.T.P. de Bruijn, 'Anwari', in Encyclopaedia 
lranica. 

22 Cod.Or. 949, f. 60b-64a; MS 16 B 16, pp. 115-20. 

23 See T. Fad. "I yafa' and 'Kihana', in Encyclopaedia of Islam, 2°d ed. 

24 Cf. T. Fahd. 'Ikhtiladj', 'Ki yafa', 'Firisa', in Encyclopq~dia of ISlam, _ı nd~· 
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Physiognomy and the related :firiiset are harmless and fırst and faremost of 
practical value, e.g. when .buying slaves. Nev'i then briefly discusses the 
phenomenon of biişşiyet, the special qualities of sympathy and antipathy 
parucular to men, anirnals, plants and stones, the origin of which is unknown. 
A good exarnple is magnetism in stones that (sympathetically) attracts metaJ.2S 
At the end op this chapteı:, Nev'i retums briefly to the practice of using the 
I<oran for divinatory purposes. He asserts that some people object to it (ba 'i-i 
lcavm lcatında cii'iz degüldür): what God has revealed_to us is always true and 
these people are afraid that by opening the book a v.erse _of punishment will be 
turned up and become reality. (Nevertheless, the practice to use the Koran was 
highly popular and, not surprisingly, the introductory paragraphs to treatises on 
bibliomancy seek to remove doubts ·about it by quoting statements by the 
Prophet.26) . , : 

The Occult Sciences as Practised in the Ottoman Empire 

So much for theory. Nev'!' s survey was, on the whole, clearly based on 
much older, Arabic and Persian sources, and some aspects of the occult 
şciences he discusses were only of historical .value and apparently no tonger 
practised by Ottomans. Others, however, were, as evidence from many sources 
show, and these were not restricted to those forms approved of in 'broad' 
theory, let alone by 'fundamentalist' moralists. 

As is well known from hiştoriography, d~vimitioıi, tn particular t~e 
easting of omens by astrological means, was institutionalised in the Ottomaİı 
Empire in the court timetion of müneccimba'şı (chiefastronomer/astrologer). 
This functionary's main task was to establish the propitious ~our for various 
activities like ascension to the throne, the declaration of war and the launching 
of a new man-of-war.27 One of the better-known çmoniclers of the Empire, 
Derviş Al)med Dede b. Lutfullalı (d. ll 13/1702), w~)~mself a ~üneccimbaşı 

25 Cf. M. Ullınann, 'Khaşşa', in Encydopaedia of Islam, 2°d ed . . 

26 Cf. Mustafa'.Uzun, 'Famame', in Türk Diyanet Vakfı İslam Ansiklopedisi; H. Masse, 
'Fal-nama', in Encyclopaedia of /~lam, 2nd «ı. · 

27 Cf. İsmail Hakkı Uzunçarşılı, Osmanlı Devletinin Saray Teşkilatı, 2°d impr. ~ 
1984, pp. 369-71. 
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between 1078 (1667-8) and 1086 (1675-6), and is simply known as such.2s 
That astrology, but ·aıso many other aspects ofmagic and divination, were 
widely believedin and practised is clear when one reads the workof a great 
polyhistor of the sixteenth century, Muş~afa 'Ali of Gallipoli (d. 100W1600). 
1'1!-e author had his own horoscope cast and also explains in the introduction to 
his universal history ,Künhü ı~abbiir, that whether one became a 'brilliant gem' 
or, conversely, a , 'pigheaded wretch' depended on the ho ur and · the 
constellation under which 'the penis of one' s father entered the womb of one' s 
mother'. The disastrous wars of the last quarter of the sixteenth century were 
preceded, according to 'Ali by ominous heavenly portents_.29 hı his work we 
come across such various phenomena in his· work as dervishes predicting the 
death of men, odd dreams that predict future events, and curses that kill 
enemies.JO Astrology and, indeed, many other forms of divination were stili 
very much ali ve - and patromsed at various courts- in the West during ~e same 
century as the careers of Giralomo Cardano in Italy and John Dee in England 
show.3I 

hı the first half of the nineteenth century, the situation had clearly changed 
but astrology was stili very much alive in the Ottoman Empire, and not onl~ in 
uneducated circles- where it found asylum in modem Westem society- as is 
clear from the biography of the amateur-astrologer Sa' dullah el-Arikaravi (d. 
127111855), during most of his life a nii'ib (deputy judge) in provincial towns 
in the environs of ~ara. He cast horoscopes and perf~rmed other serv~ces for 
friends and patrons but qot apparently, at least not directly, for money. His 
biography has recently beei:ı . written by Gi.ilçin Koç on the basis of the m~y 
diary-like annotations he left in the ıilin~acs he used.3~_Sa'dullab. also beliçved 
in the prognostic value o~ 9-ı'~ams and the flight of birds_. Exasperated by bad 

28 J.H. ~ers, 'MUnedjdjim Bashl', in Encyclopaedia of Islam, 2nd ed. 
29 Jan Schmidt, Pure Water for Thirsty Muslims; A Shıdy of Muş{afo 'Ali' of Gallipoli's 

KUnhU 1-alJbar, Leiden 1992, pp. 120-1. 

30 Şee for a survey of these mat~ri~s. ibid. pp. 116-28. 
31 See Anthony Grafton, Cardano's Cos"!os; The Worlds and Works of aRenaissance 

Astrologer, Cambridge (MA) & London 1999; Benjamin WooUet, The Queen's 
Conjuror; 71ıe Life and Magic of Dr Dee, paperback edition, London 2002. 

32 GOlçin (Tunalı) Koç, 'Sadullah el-A.nkaravi: Daily Concerns of an Ottoman Astrologer', 
MA thesis Boğazici University Istanbul 2002, esp. pp. 36-54. · 
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luck in 1264 (1848), he expressed his doubts about the reiıl influence of stars 
upon mankind and the sincerity of astrplogers. But this is the only sign -.if it is 
that - that an aspect of the traditional Ottoman world picture at some point had 
lost its charm for Sa 'dulHih Efendi.33 . 

Although much ofthe practice <?f magic and di"vination was· ~robably 
condricted in the private sphere - ~ this· was aıso ma~e easy by the abundantly 
documented existence of all kirtds of aİmanacs, rnostly cheaply produced, lıı the 
Ottomıin Empire right until ·modern tiines (even up to the present) wl_ıich could 
be used when practising bibliomancy_ or, say; compasing aııiulets (I will c·ome 
back to the codicological evidence below).- a smail percentag_e of the popuhition 
tried to make a living out of it: Apart from professional aströlogers, iliere were 
aıso other types of diviners. Descrtbing tiıe. professions öflstan-buı in the early 
seventeeiıth century, ~e farnous traveller arid storyteller, Evliya Çelebi, 
mentions astrologers, geomancers aiıd foi:tune-tellers. (It is rather'suiprislııg, in 
view of its popularity, cf. helow, that Nev'! does 'not pay any atteti'tioiı tö the 
craft of geoqıancy, or at least not to. its contemporary version, un which from 
certain marks made on paper or on sand past and future events were to be 
discovered.34). About the astro~ogers, Evliya says that, following their patron 
(pir) the lmiim 'Ali, there were seventy -of them ~who [during processions] 
showed off their astrolabes; (able-indicating compasses and clockS [mi(cat], aş 
well as their calendars and books of astronomical tables upon palanquins while 
the.chief astrologer [müneccimbaşı] with·his frilled saddle-clotQ and according 
to the .custom of precedence passes. along together, cheek by jowJ, and in a 
:majestic fashion, with the chief military judge [Kazi'asker]'35 Tl}e -geoqıancers 

were established in fifteen shops and COIJlpris~d three ·hundred. persons, and 
they, too, followed in the steps of 'Ali.- in olden times the science .. had been 
revealed to the Prophet Danyal. During processions, they were, again, ranked 
among the elertes ('ulema) and led by the Kafi'asker, bringing along their 

33 Ibid. p. 37n. 

34 Cf. T.· Fahd, 'Kha!Ç', in Eneyclopaedia of Islam, 2nd ed.; see also M:B. Smith, 'The 
Nature.of Islaınic Geomancy with a Critique of a Structuralist's ·Approach', in Studia 
Jslamica XLIX (1979) •. pp. 5-38; Emille Savage-Smith & Marion B. Smith, Islamic 
Geomaney anda 11ıirteenth-Century Divinatory Device, Malibu (Cf.) 1~80, pp. 1-1~ .. 

35 Orhan Şaik Gökyay, Evliya Çelebi Seyahatnamesi; Topkapı Sarayı Bağdat 304 
Yavnasımn Transkripsiyonu - Dizini I, Istanbul1996, p. 225. . , 
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fortune boards (talzta-i -!iili'i); dice and geomantic tablets (remil tatıtalarz)36 
'while uttering geomantic words sayirig let us see [whether we get] auspicious 
good fortune, inauspicious bad luck or a fulfilled desire .. .'37 Of the fortune
tellers, Evliya Çelebi mentions only one, a·certain ijöca Mel)med Çelebi who 
h.ad a ~hop i~ .the M,al)müd,_Paşa B_azaar., He was alr~ady. very old. ~d had, 
iepp~edly, been patro.niseg by Sult~ Silleym~ the Magnifice~f ~~ I'~actis~ğ 
fiil by randamly choosing a. picture. an9 interpreting i ts porten ts. The pictures 
had been .drawn 'with . a··reed pen.· on sheet~ o,f paper and had been bou_nd 
together into a s_eries of volu~es that .were <?D _di~play outside the sh~p for 
passers-by. If so~eone wanted_ to have }tis fo~ne told, he gave the old man an 
as per, and depencf.4ıg on the na~ of the picture, say a .battle see ne or a pprtrait 

.. -· ~t. ~ • . 

of Yüsuf and ZüleyiJa, ~e fo!'fllne-teller . 'recited his. assertions in verses' .. ~· 
for example, a pic~e ofFerh.ad.came up, that meant that if.the fo~e-seeker 
worked hard he wou_ld become ~appy . (dilşiitl). Mimics loved to pnitate 
Mel)ı:n~d Çelebi' s Wstrionics.and verses, Evliya adds.38 - · ,. . 

Biblibmancy in i ts differenr forms is deseribed in a work by Hüseyn 
Kefevi (d. 1010/1601-2) entitled Riizniime. One of the early versions of this 
work, completed in 985 (1571-8), was dedicated by the author to the sons of 
Devlet Giray .. Khan. It was written in Kefe (Feodosia), Hüseyn Efendi's 
hometown.39 A :ıater version was dedicated to Sultan Mel)med m (ruled 1595-
1603). The books used were ·the Koran-as we saw above, this wa:s regarded 
as objectionable by sôme theoreticians- the Mathhawi (by Jalal ad-Din Rünü), 
the collected poems (diviins) by Jfuni and I:Iafi~. and 'same books of spiritual 
counsel' (ba'z-1. küıüb-i mevii'zı).40 The work consists'of a series of anecdotes 
in which contemporciri.es, including the author himself, predominaiıtly figure 
and the punch-line of the story is the sentence or verse found upon opening one 

36 See: Francis Maddison & Emille Savage-Srnith, Science, Tools & Magic (The Masser 
D. Khalili Calleetion of lslamic Art XII), I, Oxford 1997, p. 148 sqq.; a picture of 
geomantic dice is found on p. 157. 

37 lbid. p. 226. 

38 lbid. p. 292. 

39 Cf. Manfred Götz, Türkische Handschriften, Wiesbaden 1979 ' (Verzeic/ınis der 
· orientalisclıen Handschriften in Deutschland XIIT, 4), p. 478. 

40 See the introduction to tl)e ıa·ter version; the Leiden University Library Cod.Or. 12.405, 
f. 4b. The copy was ~ompleted on 25 Muharrem 1010 {26 July 1601). An edition is 
being prepared by İsmail Hakkı Aksoyak. 
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of the books at random. Thus, for instance, we are informed that a certain 
Köseç Muşıafti Çelebi, a former defterdar of Rumelia, a 'perfectly upright 
man', told the author that Derviş Çelebi, a clerk at the Finance Department, 
harboured a scheme to have himself'promoted at the cost of some colleagues 
and contiiıually quarrelİed with them. To pı.it an end to this situation, soıİıe wise 
-men· intervened -durhıg one of 'these scenes and said, quoting a work on 
jurisprudence (kitab-i uşül): 'What use is strife; why should one quarrel?'41 
Derviş Çelebi thereupori agreeô to be content w ith what I:Jafi~ had· to say and 
they opened the Divan. ·They struck on the following verses: 'Neither the life ·of 
KJ:ıa<;lr remaiı;ıs, n or the ;ı;e~ of _Iskllfldar/ Do not engage in quarrels in this 
lowly world ~ervish' ~42 Anecdotes like this may b~ dismissed as lite~ary 
fantasy, b_ut th~t bibUo_man~y was practised in on~ form or another is also 
confirmed in travel liter;:ı.rı:rre. . . 

· Westem travellers:·described the practice of magic and divination in the 
'Ottoman · Empire.- ·In earl)"-İıineteenth-century Egypt, : the ·British traveller 
Edward William Laiie was struck by the superstitiousness, as he termed it, of 
the local populace such·-as·the ·general belief in written charms; he wrote·that 
amulets were composed by 'every schoolmaster in Egypt'. Charms often came 
in the form of small Korans, or pieces of paper with quotations from that holy 
book or with the ninety-nine· 'beautiful names' of God, wom on one's body
but many other forms occurred :- to insure good fortune and ward off evi!. 
i~zy~ was also V:,ıdely practised, _for instance fal ~~~g ·u.~~- of tables with 
le~ers in. square~ wh~re_by a series of Jetters was chosen accor~ing to a certain 
presçription, resu~~ng in fi_ve possible answ~rs ~9 a certain question, and 
drawing omens from the.Koran (as deseribed above). 'Th~ Egyptians place 
gr~~t faith_in dreanis•: ~d wor~ on the interpr~tation of dİeams 'are consulted, 
~ve~. by_ many of the leamed, w ith implicit confidence'. The days of the week 
.w.~~e. considered to be ei~ther_ fo$nate or uıüort.unate. Both 'spiritual~ (white) 
and· 'deceptiv~· (bla~~) magic were acceptable to ,'the more intellige!lt of th_e 
Muslim~' .- L~e met_ a magician, 'Abd al-Qadir ai-Maghribi, who.practised 

41 Ne biicet.niza' ne' liizu!l' cedel, Ccid.Or. 12.405, t.' 42o._ 

·42 Na 'um r-i Kha(jr bimiinad na mulk-i Iskandari niza' bar sar-{ dunyii-yi dün makun 
darwish, cf. Parwiz Natil Khiinlari, ed., Diıviin-i Hiifiz I, 1362/1983, p. 586. An English 
translation is found in Paul Smith, Divan of Hafiz, Melbourne 1986, No. 324. On 
'Hafiz's Divan as an Oracle and Spiritual Guide', see ibid., pp. 133-9. · 
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qoth white and black magic, and he witnessed some experiments 4ı which use 
was made of charms and magic squares. On. one qç:ca,sion, a .small boy was 
successfully hypnotised in ~s n;ıanner and was ab le to give exact description$ 
of persons unknown to him. Astrology w as also 'stı,ıçlied by many personsjn 
Egypt'; it was practised by. easting horoscopes ~P·.~sed in 'determining 
fortunate periods &c ... and to divine by what sign of the zodiac a persol.). is 
influenced, which is usually doİıe by a calculation fcmnded upon th~ nurnerical 
values of the letters compasing ~s or her n~e ... ' Geoma,ncy (tj.arf? ar-raml) 

· and alchemy were also studied and sametimes practised.~n 

Forlune-telling in the traditional manner was srpl practised in Istanbul in 
1908. When the. Dutch orientalist, Christiaan Snouck Hurğronje, visited the city 
in that year, he met a popular falcı named Eşref of Edi~e 'who·Iived in the 
Nuruosmaniye quarter. He used, Snouck notedin his düıry, '2 copper spindles 
each encircled by 4 copper dice' whic!1. had cert~.nJapparen~y geomantic] 

. patterns on them. The clien! w~ r~quested to thinkof a plan or wish and t11~n 
throw th~ dice. Thereupqn,. '!}le .man writes. do)Vn .in ~s note-book his 
calculatio~ consisting of all sorts of numbers and çonnecting CQIVes in red i.Jılç, 
and officiates as a Delphi<: oracle ... All this for one piasq-e!'44 · 

' . 
Documentation in Manusedpt Libraries :.- ~ . <. 
Apart from encyclopaedias, treatises; and travelogues, iliere is a third type 

of smirce for the occiırrence and, apparently, large-scale;piactice of magic·and 
divination among Ottomaris of vaı-Ying ranks and cla5ses, ~amety manuscripts 
not particularly devoted· to thes'e subjects - I already mentioned th~m in ~e 
introduction to this paper. Most fruitful to our interests aie the miscellanies and 
scrapbooks they compiled and ·used. Many items of this ·type are preserved .. in 
the Leiden University Library ~d other j:mblic collections in the Netherlands. 
These collections of manuscripts have · been gathered· for· more than-four 
centuries'·from different; liighly;öifferent soürces, and niay \veli be' consideii~d 
to off~r a 'fair sample of O tt o man reading matter during the'last centurles' of! the 

43 Edward William Lane, An Account of the Manners and Customs of the Modern 

Egyptians, facsimile of the 5th ed., London 1973, pp. 247-75. . .... 

44 Jan Schmidt, 'Ch.ristiaan S~ouck Hur&ronje in Istanb-ul (19!)8);. Le~~~ and an qnknown 
Diary Preserved intheLeiden !Jniversity Library\ in.The)oys of Philology; Ştudies in 
Onoman Literature, History and Orientalism ( 1500-1923) II, Is~bu.I 2()~. p, 173. 
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existence of ~e Empire. The O~oman miscellanies are in very different formats 
and range - I only mention a few of the manifold combinations p9ssible - fron:ı 

collections of po~ms and songs, to series of brief treatises and modelletters, to 
administrative tables ;md personal notes. ('We have .already come across 
collections of a·strological almanacs with autobiographical annot.ations by 
Sa'dulHih Efendi which may be reckoned ·to belong to the same type.) 
Particularly ~s last sub-genre, if it ~ay be called that,. which includes persı:ınal 
notes, is interesting because they make it often possible to form an idea a~~ut 
who read or used w hat text in which histoncal and. geographical circumstances. 
In other words: such manuscripts have the potential to provide concrete, 
histoncal information on the history of Ottoman literary c,ulture that is bard to 
come by from other sources. 

What do the Dutch collections - for practical reasons I will restrict myself 
to them, and, for the same reasons, mostly to the Turkish· items in them- teli us 
about the occurrence and practice of. the occult sciences in the Ottoman Empire? 
The answer is copious, · ıoo copious actually to discuss here in full. In the . 
following I will restrict inyself mainly to five, partly related, subjects: (1) 
astrology; (2) bibliomancy and rhapsodomancy.; · (3) geomancy; (4) 
oneiromancy; and (5) the science of amulets and talismans. 

Asırology :· ' ·::: · . . ı 

Various works oiı.astrology and calend~s/a.İinanacs (fümames) of greatly 
varying length ·in w hi ch· astrology 'plays an ·important ·part are preserved in 
Dutch collections. They were produced from the Iate sixteenth to the early 
nineteenth century and are often part of miscellaneous volumes; they are also 
'found in scrapbooks (cf. below). Much of the 'wisdom' expressedin these 
almanacs is attributed to Sheik Vefa (of Konya, d." 89~/1491).45 Of special note 
is a rhymed almanac, Şems~ye, by Yazıcı Şalauddin of Gallipoli who 
flourished in the fifteenth century, two copies of which aı;y ,pres~rved in the 

; •' . 
45 . . ' .. ' , . . r . 

Cf. Nazif Şahinoğlu in Islam Ansikloped{si. Most substantial are Codices Or. 90, 
1259{6,7), 1270(1), 1453, 6238, 14.517, 23.493, 23.637, 25.722; MS Acad. 35(4), 
45(2) and 46(1,2), all in the Leiden University Library, and Amsterdam University 
Library MS Co. 12. The MSS are deseribed iıi the foJ~X voluıiıes.of my catalogue two of 
whlch have so far beeo published. · · 
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Leiden University Library.46 A typical example in the genre is an anonymous 
almanac of the early seventeenth century, preserved in the miscellaneous Leiden 
Cod.Or. 1249;47 iri which the 'rulings'· (a~kfım) of the consecutive (soHır) 
months are given -·hence the title Rüzniime-i istibriic~i şemsiye. Ü'he workof 
Sheik Vera is, among other sources, mentionedin the introduction.) Apart from 
·caıendrical facts such as spec:ial_ (Christian) feasts, the lengfu. in holırs of days 
and nights, astronomic'al phenomena (for example 'the sun is situated in the 
constellation of Pisces') and the weather to be expected, there' are also ·mention 
of auspicious and inauspicious days, the daminance of one· of the body 
humours, and dietary advice. In the paragraph on the month of January (kiinün
i şan i), for; instance vie read that ' ... During this month the dispositiori is 
phlegm. It is useful to eat fatty foods (semizat). It is compatible with having 
sexual intercourse ... The fourth day is to be, feared... It is not good to eat 
onions and garlic ... •48 (Similar, if more elaborate, descriptions and advice are 
given in the rhymed almanac by Yazıcı Şal~uddin: 'In time this [January] is 
the central month of wimer/ Of days .therl? are thirty-one without doubt/ 
Daminance fpadişiihlı[c] comes· from phlegm, ·that is eleari The stomach is 
opened and hunts for food/ ... So do not eat garlic o eminent [reader] .. .'_49) 
These calendars/almanacs also come in the form of serolis of vellum or. glazed 
paper fairly narrow in width with varicoloured, illuıninated tables and attractive, 
smail ca!Jigraphy. They are frequently wrapped around an, oft~n ivory, wand, 
and seem to have been collected by Dutch collectors primarily for aesthetic 
reasons.so In at lea~t three scr~ipbooks~ miscellaneous volunies ·aiso used _as 

46 Codices Qr. 14.673 (copied in 1263/1847) and 17.103 (copied in 1089/1687), deseribed 
in the third volume of my catalogue~ forthcoming.. . 

47 Cod.Or. 1259(7), ff. 63b-82b, cf. the description in the first volume of my· catalogtÇpp. 
547-9. 

48 Cod.Or. 1259, f. 66b-67a 

49 Cod.Or. 14.673, f. 18b; Cod.Or. 17.103, f. 41b. 

50 These are: Cod.Or. 1568 (dated c. 1240/1824-5); Cod.Or. 1569a (dated 1208/1795))n the 
Leiden University Library - both desçribed in the second volu~e of my cataJogue of the 
Dutch Turkish co1lections, corriprising acquisitions between 1800 and 1970, Leiden 

· 2002 - Aınsterdarn University Library MS Dortmond 56 (dated c. 1289/1872-3) and MS 
Dortmond 291 (c. 1239/1823:4); Leiden, National Museum of Ethnography No. 360-
9545 (undated) and No. 360-9546 (undated) - these last four items are deseribed in the 
fourth and last volume of my catalogue, forthcoming. · · 
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personal notebooks, in the Leiden University Library collection we find 
texts/tables of an astrological nature. 

The fitst, Cod.Or. 14.599,51 174x120 rnn'ı, 46 folios of glazed white 
p~per, contains differeht notes and text fragments, partly of a magical·nature, üı 
a neat nesaz hand. About a q'uarter of the· pages have remained blank. No ow~e~ 
is mentioned, but .so me no tes, c~rlously, ·in Persian, refe~ to c.ontemporary 
histoncal events that took, place around 1800, for example _'the Frerich 
arnbassadar [Ruffin] was imprisoneô in Yedikule and they found important 
papers in the [French] Palace [Embassy]', dated ~ebz'iilevvel1214 (~eptember 
1799).52 An administrative note menti~ns Istanbui,53 and this enhances the 
impression that the owner was a resident of that city. 'The village of Arnavud' 
(Arnavutköy), whence 'our ıiıother' departed, is also mentioned.54 The owner 
may have been· I;Iüseyn ?Jhni~ cf. b~low. The scrapbook contains a brief 
treatise on how to draw a diagİ-am showing the division of the signs of the 
zodiac - there is also an incomplete prescription for designing a sun-dial and 
various prescriptiÔns for astronopıical calculations (in Arabic).55 Finally we . . . . 
find three horoscopes (nativities) dated 3 Şevval1188 (7 December 1774), 5 
.?Ufsa'de 1220 (25 _January 1806)- ~e birthdays of the ··writer of it' 

1 
I;Iüseyn 

Zihni, anda gir! calledNefise..: and 22 ?,ilhicce 1214 (17 May )800): 'a 
horoscope to choose the time [propitious] for planting.the garden' .56 · 

. . . .• • • • J' .... 

The second scrapbook, Cod.Or. 2~.493,57 rpugh).y dates from the period 
of the first item, deseribed ~bove. It is about the same size as the previous one, 
rneasuring ~57 by İ05 ~. also has glazed paper, and compr_ises .98 folios. 
The texts/tables found in the manuscript most:Jy have a magical and astrological 

51 The MS was acquired from Christie's, London, in April 1979; it is deseribed in the third 
volume of my catalogue, forthcoming. . 

52 Cod.Or. 14.599, f. la; cf. İsmail Hfuni Danişmend, izah/ı Osmanlı Tarihi Kronolojisi 
IV, Istanbul 1972, p.76. · · 

53 Cod.Or. 14.599, f. 6b. 

54 Ibid. f. la. 

55 Jbid. ff. 27b-29a, 33b, 3Ib-33a. 

56 Ibid. ff. 3la, 4la. 

57 The manuscript was acquired by the Leiden library in 1996 - it had belonged to the 
library of the Goetlıeanunı in Dornach (Switzerland) - and is deseribed in the third 
volume of my catalogue, forthcoming. 
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content. V arious annotations and copies of Jetters make it clear that the small 
volume was first owned by a man who, for a certain period around 1216 
(1802), was employed by the /sii'im-ma/siım Muştafa Paşa (d.1237/1821).58 He 
was probably the divitd.ar· (secretary) I:Hifız Efendi, an inhabitant of 
SUleymfuüye, mentionedin the riıanuscript.59 Various family events in' the life 
of this man were also rioted on these pages; from these it is clear that he had a 
sister called 'Ayişe who married iı. MeQ.med 'Ata. Efeı:ıdi in 1215/1800; their son 
Met:ımed wa~ bom the İı.ext year, 1216/1~00.60 The manusedpt contains a 
collection of calendars in table format, the first of which contains. essential data 
for tlie lunar and solar years beiween 1196 (1 781-2) and 1281 (1864-50); these 
also contain astronomical and astrological data, partly added in the margins, of 
the type found in almanacs as mentioned above.61 Another series of tables 
indicates the astrological chiı.racteristics ~or each hour of the year- it is preceded 
by a brief instruction for their iıse; there is also a table roughly indicaling ·the 
portents (e.g. 'great misfortune for [your] enemy', 'great good luck' and so 
forth) of the possible conjunctions of the sun, moon, and planets, and the 
various signs of the zodiac. 62 On the following pages, there is a brief manual, 
Tabi'atnö.me, for establishing omens by calculating the 'stars' (in fact: sri}), 
moon, and planets) o(a person's father and mother; this is done, ·in tum, by 
onomantic means: adding the nurnerical value of the names; from the resultirig 
sum the required multiple of seven should be subtracted ('yedişer iarl:ı 
edüb ... '); the stars are found in a smail table with entries from one to seven 
inserted into the text. Originally the method had, according to the introductory 
paragraph, originally been explained·by ibn 'İsa of AJ9].işar (d. 967/1559-60)63 
to his friends.64 A similar relation betWeen astrology and onomancy is found in 
a table showing the nurnerical value of the 'stars' .65 The volume also contains 

58 Cf. Mehmed Süreyya, Sicill-i Osmanf (Nuri Akbayar, ed.) 4, Istanbul 1996, p. 1 ~86. 
59 Cod.Or. 23.493, ff. 54a, 86il. ' 

60 lbid. f. 53b. 

61 lbid. ff. 3b-8a, 23b. 

62 lbid. ff. 32b-35a 

63 cr. Cemal Kurnaz & Mustafa Tatcı, 'İbn 'ls§'' in Türkiye Diyanet Vakfı İsiilm 
Ansiklopedisi. 

64 Cod.Or. 23.49~. ff. 35b-38a. 

65 lbid. f. 83b. 
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some tables indicating the astronomicıil characteristics of (parts of) weekdays, 
including one covering the consecutive nionths of'Mul:zarrem for the years 1207 
(1792) to 1213 (1798), and anather showing the letter symbols used for the 
'stars' and signs of the zodiac.66 Finally, we find a horoscope (iıativity) drawn 
by a certain Yorgaki in 1278 (1861-2) for, most likely, a latei owner, bom in 
1210/1796, with an explicatory text. 67 · 

A third scrapbook, Cod.Or. 25.762,68 of a slightly larger tarmat-it 
measures 210x140 m:m- dates from about the same period. lt was originally 
owned/compiled by a sheik of the Rifli'iye and Sa'diye orders, Al)med Raşid 
(d; 1245/1829), head of the Fındıkzade tekke in, probably, Istanbui.69 As is 
clear from documentation in the manuscript, he succeeded his father, Mel:ımed 
Efendi, who at once was a ~zı at Yabanabad (Kızılcahamam, near Ankara). 
The bulk of the scrapbook contains various texts in Turkish and Arabic 
canceming mysticism and dervish orders, including the Fındıkzade tekke, as 
w~ll as religious practice and aspects of Islam in general. The volume contains 
some material related to astrology: a table relating the 'stars' to the hours of 
each weekday70 and an Arabic-Persian-Turkish vocabulary with the names of 
the ~stars' and the twelve signs of the zodiac.71 

•' ·r 

Bibliomanvy/Rhapsodomancy 

The Leiden library preserves .ten manuscripts that cqİltain on~ or more 
texts and/or tables related to what the Ottomans' generally ~sed tÖ ·callfdl (see 
also above), dated from the mid-seventeenth to the nineteenth centuİ"y. The 
manuals,falnames,n concem the bibİiomantic use of the Koran, divination by 
throwing a die (rhapsodomancy) engraved with four Jetters of the Arabic 

66 Ibid. ff. 60b, 73b, 74a, 78b, 79a. 

67 Ibid. ff. 74b-75b. 

68 The manuscript was acquired in Januşry 2001 from the art and book trader, G.J.O. 
Bouwman; it is deseribed in the third volume of my catalogue, forthcorning .. 

69 Cf. Mehmed Süreyya, Sicill-i Osmani (Nuri Akbayar, ed.) 4, Istanbul 1996; p. 1353. 

70 Cod.Or. 25.762, p. 115. 

71 lbid. p. 120. . . . 

12 For a survey of the genre, see İ.H. Ertaylan, Falname, Istanbui .1951; Ayşe Duvarcı, 
Türkiyede Falcılık Geleneği ile Bu Konuda İki Eser: Risale-i Falname li-Ca'fer-i Slidık 
ve Tefeülniime, Ankara 1993. · 
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alphabet and by using a letter table (of the type deseribed .by Lane, see 
above).73 They are all anonymous, but their origin is mostly ascribed to either 
the Twelfth Imam, Ja'far aş-Şadiq, or to the Imam 'Ali. The omens to be drawn 
predict good ~r bad luck, or, in some cases; something falling in between the 
two. In the more elaborate manuals/tables, it is possible to specify the subject;· 
we fınd references to such categories as fighting (battles)! victory over enernies, 
health, and (material) fortune.74 Most interestingly among the manuscripts 
containing these textS/tables there are four ":'hich are of the scrapbook typ~. 

The fırst is Cod.Or. 12.029,75 ~ hefty volume measuring 235xl70 mm, 
of 562 pages qf fine glazed paper, mostly :filled with devotional texts in Arabic. 
Almost all of the texts were copied in a calligraphic nesbi hand by Mal).müd b. 
Hasan b. Veli during t,he years 1203 and 1204 (1789-90); ina marginal po_em 
he deseribes himself as an imiim. He was probably a resident of the town of 
Dürgüd (Turgut, probably one of two towns in westem Anatolia), mentionedin 
a copy of a letter referring to a family member. Seal prints with his name are 
found throughout the manuscript so he ~ost probably used many of the texts 
for his work - separate leaves of a sınaller format with add.itional texts in his 
handwriting were bound with the vol~~e. The.volume contains notes dated up 
to 1230 (1815) canceming family members such as statements-on the birth of 
sons and daughters. It also contains two f~lniimes in whiçh omens are cast from 
the Koran. After a brief introduction, they consist of a survey ind.icating the 
porten~s of the lett~rs .of the aıphabet; from e lif to yii, firs't seen 'in the ·s.eventh 
line of the page randoriilr öpened in a ~opy of the Koraİl. This is followed by a 
similar survey that indicates the portents after a repeated vision of identical 
letters (fiil -i tekr'ar)_.16 ' .. . .· , . . . , 

73 These are Codices Or. 1205 (2,3), 1259(1,2,3), 12.029(7,8), 12.423, 12.441(5), 
18.175(3), 23.493, 23.646; MS Acad. 45(1)- these are deseribed in the four volumes of 
my catalogue. 

74 Cf. the categories in Cod.Or. 1259(1), f. 6a sqq. 

75 Deseribed in detail in the second volume of my catalogue, comprising the acquisitioos 
between 1800 and 1970, Leideo 2002, pp. 668-80. · 

76 Cod.Or. 12.029, pp. 139'-41. 
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The second manuscript of this type, Cod.Qr. 12.423,77 is of sm~er 
format, me~suring 192 by 130 mm, and looks more like a notebook; it 
comprises 169 folios of fine glazed paper. It was filled with various tables and 
textsin identical ta'lik_scrj.pt, varying in size, during the Iate seventeenth ançi 
early eighteenth century . .As is clear from varioustexts, the manuscript was 
owned and used by an Qttoman off~cial who worked for the Financ~al 
Department in Istanbul, probabl:' a ~assö.m, charged w ith ~ividing up the 
estates of deceased members Ç>f the military class. For this work a fee, resm-i 
(a.smet, was received fr~m the heirs, which was enter'ed in the departmental 
account. 7& Tables documeriting the administrative units of the Öttoman Empire 
with entries on the levying of the taxes co ncemed occupy the foreııiosf part of 
the notebook; there are iııso ·copies of documents (receipts) with (original) seals 
and signatures of provincial ~zı s. The official in question may well have been 
MeQıned Bektaş Çelebi;whose name ôccUrs in vaİious adrİıinistrative ·notes 
throughout the maniıscript; some of these are related to a pilgrimage undertaken 
from Edirne by w ay of Izlnir in lll 0-1 (1698-1700) ..: the name Ha cc i Bektaş 
also occurs. According to two separate entries, two ·son~_ named MeQıned were 
bom in, respectively, 1107 (1695) and lt22 (1711). The manuscript contains a 
fö.lnö.me19 of the letter~table type (cf. above) and attributed to the early mystic 
lbn al-'Arabi. If was clearly added in alater stage ·- some of the original 
headings on top of most pages had been washed off .: -~d written in a more 
unlettered hand, and may not have been' copied by the original owner but 
perhaps by one ot his heirs. There are twenty-one t~bles; each devoted _to a 
special .subfeci. By touching thirty-two letters from the table according to a 
procedure explained in the introductory text, the user finds the text of a Koran 
verse that prognosticates either good or bad fortune. The subjects - iridicated in 
Arabic above each table- concern business affairs ('is this affair- fa 'l- good or 
bad?'),&O the reliability of news, trust, promotion, war or peace, career, acting 
as a witness or not, pilgrimage, marriage ('is there profit in concluding a 

77 The ~anuscrlp.t came to the library in 1970 f~m the calleetion of Franz Taeschner, and 
is deseribed in the third voluriıe of my catalcigue, forthcoming. · 

78 Cf. Cengiz Orhonlu, 'Kassam', in Encyclopaedia of Islam, 2nd ed. 

79 Cod.Or. 12.423, ff. 62b-72b. 

80 The translation into Turkish of this heading has the word 'iş', cf. Ertaylan, FalTıô.me, p. 
20, where a page of a similar table is printed. 
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maniage or not?'), profits, imprisonment ('wiİl the prisoner be released or 
not?'), the acquisition of a slave, travel by land and sea (two separate tables), 
sowing and planting, marriage ('is marrying a lady a good or a bad thing?'), the 
absence of a traveller, pregıiancy ('is this·lady pregnant or not?', and: 'is the 
childin the mother's belly a boy or a girl?'), dream interpretation, acquisition of 
animals, business affairs ('will the onteome of this affair be _good or bad?'), 
w inning or losing, and the payment of debts. 

Two other scrapbooks; already discussed above, con~ some material of · 
thefal type; Cod.Or. 23.493, which, as we saw, contains considerable magical 
and astrological materi~s. also has two letter-tables, the second of which, 
consisting of twenty-one separate items, is siınilar to the one found in Cod.Or. . 
12.423, discussed above.8ı There is another table82 in which portents and 
advice ('tefii,.'ül') are given on the basis ·of azı· onomlll:ltic method: ~e.person 
may chose between forty-nine rubrics, the numb~r. being determined by 
calculating the numeri~al value of one's rıame and subtracting fifty or its 
required multiple from th_~fesulting number (as is explained in the introductory 
sentence). Examples are: '1- This means that his future is good and happy';_ 
'27 - If you are patient, good things will be there' and '33 -Do not be afraid to · 
consult yoiır brother'. Cod.Or. 25.762, used and compiled. by Sheik AJ:ımed 
Raşid . (see the previous section), contai~s a . letter-table, preceded by an 
explanation in w hi ch tribute' is paid to the au~ority Ôf the Prophet ~dJ a 'far aş~ 
Şadiq.B3 By randomly touching aletter and following a,prescribed path through 
the table, nipe given AI;:ıbic sentenc.es with predjcÜons (ac_co~panied by 
Turkish . translatio~s in tl].e text) .will appear. (If not, a mistake has been 
coriunitted and ·the process should be repeated.). . .. -

Geoman~y •. )• 

As far as our manuscript evidence goes, geomancy (reml) seems to ·have 
been a sornewhat less popular science/craft among the literate Ottomans th~ 
astrology <?r bibliomancy in i~ v~ous ~orms. The Leiden Library preserves 
only one volume exclusively dedicated to the subject, Cod.Or. 29.405, whlch 

81 Cod.Or. 23.493, f. 9b and ff. 10b-22a. 

82 lbid. ff. 26b-28a. 

83 Cod.Or. 25.762, pp. 139-40. 

. , .· 
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contilins two lengthy trealises ari d s Cim e tables: lt w as, -mo si likely, produced at 
the ·end of the eighteerttl{centiıcy:84 ·nıe: tWb treatises;· both· translations from 
tfie Arabic, seeiii to be rare artdlioth s'eem to be ba5ed orfthe·work of Qle most 
out5tanding·Arao·ailthority in'thcnıeıd,-Abü7'Aba Allah MuJ:iaiıımad az-Zanati:, 
of Berber orlgin but unkriôwn' era. ss The "ni'argins of the'secciiıd. ti'eatise contain 
aöaitions in which eiaborafe geo·mantic presciiptions ıire- ~ve~· ror answeriiıg 
spedfic"questions· such ·as:· wh.ether a· person wui tum mit ·to oe a friend or a 
foe, whether an inheritaiıce will materialize or riot; and whether an unbom baby 
is a boy or a girl. More · sucCinct texts, niostly ·in the form of tables w ith 
exj>lanatfons, ·are ' foı.ind· in ·iniscellaneous ' voliımes86 and; particularly, in 
scrapbooks. Geomancy· in ·aıı otir· texts/tables cons1sts' ot prognostically 
iritetpreting~sixteeri. signs ·made up of aıılpossible combinati<n1s of four dots and 
dashes: These' were 'obtained by ~akirig öots·with' ink oıi p'aper in a number öf 
cônseeütive rows (and ·riö-ıöhger by thro~ing pebbles .. onto ·sand, as the term 
rem'l· su·ggests) without·· 'C'ciuıiting .. (The 'signs could also· be obtained by 
iiiechanical ' meaİls such' as; 'as''we ·saw·above(using' a: die. alidior a ·geomantic 
tablet.87) Aftetwarôs, the cİotS ·weie added·ilp''per row. If'the number of a·row 
was ·eve'iı, ·it coun'ted ·a5-·a dash; if 'the number vias uneven, it' counted as' a dot. 
Th~ result of four liıies 'resUlted in'the 'aforementioried'sign called a; 'form; 
(şekl) or, ina more complex configuration (see below), 'house' (beyt, !Jiine); 

whic:b: J:ıaq sp~c!fic naı:nes -' Qı~-fqıvı made. up C!f four ,çiash~s • .for example, was 
_ ... _'_:i·_.: ...... ~:._·_: ._· __ . . __ ,_. ·_: _.·_·_,·:~;:·:ı . - ~. ' .. ..!· .. 

Js. ,· 

, ~ • l! • 1 • • ' ' ı· :. 4 
- - .• - • •• ': ; .. • :' ••• • • • ' •••• ' ' \. • ' ; - • , •• •• , ' : • • •• 

84 · Themiınuscript WaS c[cqliiied froi_n the Leiden m~rchant and boo:ıdı63ıer: A.A. Fatatri, fn . 
. . ' ' 1987,-and is'de.Sciilied in·the:third' voltime ofmy cataıogiı~ fÖrthcoming. The year 1212 

.. (!197-8) is TQ!mtioned on P• 98. · . , : , . ~, . . ·, ,, . ·: ' 

~? · The _titles of the ıwo tteatises ~ Şeçere-i şemere and. KetiiiU-ma 'ar:iJ, respecively; the 
. introduction ~f tp e second _wor)C meQtioı:ıs .'Oşmii.n ~n.ii.ni :!lS author,, but Ws probably 

:. .. · · shÖuld be reaCI as I' Abdullalı-ti. Mehmed] b .. 'O sinan Zenitl {eı:M.ağribi], whose nain e is 
i'ound 'in a manuscript with comparable cöntent preserved:iir:the Copenhagen Royal 
Library, ~f .. · f...F.Mehre~. C_od.ic~! : /!§'iSi~i .. _Turcici, _J_in.d,u_s,ta_nici _ Variique Alii 
Bibliothecae Regiae Hafniensis, Copenhagen 1857, No. xx.ii.i. · 

86 Cod.Or. 714, f. llOb (added to a sixteenth-century copy of an Arabic text, cf. my 
catalog~e, V<?_l. lı p . . ~ı~);, <::'c:ıd,.Of.0~~ .• 6.319; (a,ı:ı ~ndated, quirr.:.-~i.~g ~ fragment of an 
Arabic geomaı'ıtic text ıiitd ii table with 'Turkish explanations); and Cod.Or. 25.722,(a 
Iate seventeenth-century manuscript with astronoınical tables; added are·some geomantic 
tables with Turkish explanations) - the last two manuscripts are deseribed in th'e third 
volome of my catalogue, foİthcoıning: · · · 

' ... , . . .. 
87 A most intricate geomantic tablet, dated 639 (1241-2), is deserihep ın·,Smith & ~mith, 

lslamic Geomaney anda Thirteenth-Century Divinatory Device;pp. 15-68. 
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usually called cemiiat~ To do it properly, the g~~mancer had t~ form a t?J.~~_ea-g 
(teskin) of eight . 'houses'. Subseqıtently, ~y a process ~f 'conjugati~l); 
(eliminat!on) in sixteen steps, thes~ '?'~~e ~~rg~d.into one definite 'form', the 
intermediate forms alsoremaining part of thetableau.ss Interpretation of the . . . . . ' . . .. . ..... . 
sig!J.S wa~ oftencon;ıbined. )::ıy_ making_ ~ c<;>nnection between them a.n4.·the 
'stars', the twelve signs of the zodiac, the parts of the body, the four elements, 
nu~bers, letters-~~ .s~ forth~9·.- soni~-~f the tal;>les 'found in çmr manu~Çripts, 
in fact, explain, these conneçtions preçisely. As in the case of astroJogy ()r 
bibliomancy, attitudes ~()wards geomancy were amb.ig~ous, but, as migh~ be 
expected, practitioners. were imaginative enoug~ to find justification ~or thei:f. art 
in s ome passages of the K oran. and J:ıadith, and it became quite popular with the 
Arabs, only slightly lt:?ss_so than astrçl()gy,90 as it also did in.E\J!ope betw~en 
the twelfth . and seventeenth c_entüries. ~ ~ The introductions ~o th~·. two 
afore'mentioned treatises in the Le~den Cod.Or. 20.405 attribute the origins of 
the art to seeret knowledge imparted by the_angel Jabra'il to the Prophet_DanyaJ.. ·. 
Sametimes the Prop~et Mul,ıamma~ or his _cousiı_ı and son-in-law, 'Aij, are 
given as direct sources (see below). fourscr~pbooks in ~e Leiden Univ~r_sity 
Library c~llection con~ geomaritic ffi!J.terials; mostly of !i simplified _ç~aracter. 
The subjects that concerned the users were not unlike those encountered with 
the bibliomancers. · · . . . : .. .. .. ~ . :~: .: .. :,. : 

Cod.Or: 12.029, ihe heftY völume c6riıpiled by the linarn Mal,ımüd ·b: 
I:Iasan b. Veli, mentionedin the previous section, contains two anonymous 
treati~es on th_e progno.stic mea.ning qf the s~teen 'f9nns'. 92 '(he fus,t, o~~ is fuç 
more 'elaborate; discusşi;ng' van(:>.us. p'ossibiÜties per' fo~; . the se~oİıd one, 
entitled Reml-i peygamber, only points more vaguely to·rfuture forfune ~~ 
misfortune. It begins·with a prescription, nçıtunlike those found-in same of tfi.e 
bibliomantic manuals, f9r'=ş·oriıe'·specific,plotis actions, in this case perfo~g 
seve~ prayers 'aii<fre~diı{g the süra Ikiıı~_ihre'e times, to be undertaken before 
starting to put the ·required dots_ on pape~. Of the 'form· of cemiiat, for instance, 

:.. : . .fl ; ... _ • .: 

., ol 

88 See for the tecıı'riicaİ details: Smith, 'The.Nature of Islaİni~ Geomancy', pp. 10-4. 
89 : . . . . . . . ! . :. . . . : • • ·- •. i 

.. Cf._Ibid. p.15. . . , ..... ·. ..:· . .o· 

90 · Cf. H.Fahd. 'Kha~r. in Eneyclopaedia ofisi~. ~nd ·ed. · ;.·. ' 1 
• ·;; ... • ., 

91 Smith, ''f!te Nature oflslamic Geom~cy', p(i. 7-8 .. 

92 Cod.Or. 12.029(18,26), pp. 41?-2.3 and 481. . . 
.u: . 

. .,.\, · .. 
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the first treatise says: 'Oh drawer of omens [fal issı1 this formal resolve that you 
made [points to] congress [cem 'iyet] and [stems] from both your father and 
your mother ... Now all is well because your luck is clear.and happiness awaits 
you but there rnay be some little conflict or irritation ... But God will bless you 
with much wealth [mal] ... You should be content with your friends and 
relations ... At the end of a retum joumey you will see an advantage, even a 
feast and rejoicing ... You will see much profit from a quadruped beast... If you 
really want something badly ... do not despair: your goal w ili be attained ... Find 
succour in prayer ... You will see profit from a man holding a pen; all will work 
out well..-.'93 The second treatise associates the same form, after a quotation 
from the Koran ('Thou art the best of inheritors', süra 21:89) with, again the 
attainrnent ?f all goals [cemi'- i mafs.şüda eresin].94 

Cod.Or. 14.63795 is an, only half-filled, oblong notebook, measuring 
222 by 155 mm (373 folios oflow quality English paper), with nine substantial 
textson mysticism and the occult sciences. The texts were mostly, if perhaps 
not all, copied by aman called 'Abdullah, rnember of a tekke ('dergah') in 
Katerin (Katerini, Thessaly) araund 1316/1901.96 Half of the pages have 
remained blank. It contains an anonymous treatise on geomancy,97 entitled 
f?.eml-i ~azret-i 'Ali, in which, after a brief introductory explanation, the 
portents to be drawİı frO!Jl the sixteen forrns (to be obtained from four lines of 
dots) are briefly described. Of the form 'cemlı'at', to give the same example, it, 
again, says tJıat the right aırow98 will co me to hand for a goal aimed at and that 
good will be seen from.what is desired.99 

Cod.Or. 23.493, already discussed twice above, also contains a tableiOO 
showing the sixteen geomantic forms in red, to which are added names of 

93 Cod.Or. 12.029, pp. 419-20. 

94 lbid. p. 484. 

95 The manusedpt was obtained from the book dealer Dimitris Stamoulis (of Grenoble) in 
1979; it is deseribed in the third vol u me of my eatalogue, fortheoming. 

96 See eolophon on f. 166a. 

97 Codpr. 1.4.637(9). ff. 178a-179b. ·. . . . 
98 The text has 'tibr' (preeious metal) instead of the expected tir: ·o~lamıf şeyle tir eline 

gire' 

99 Cod.Or. 14.637, f. 179a. 

100 Cod.Or. 23.493, f. lb. 
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prophets (in red), their names (repeated in black) and ·one of the. two words 
'auspicious' (mübarek) and 'evil fortune' (nal:zs). Unde~eath the table, there 
aresome further explanation, repeating. which 'houses' bring good luck anq 
which misfortune; it also specifies which houses .bring c_onsummatiQn in 
marriage, and which mean 'seeking' (Tiilib ), 'beloved' (ma 'şü!c), .or: 'wished 
for' ( maf[üb ) . . 

Cod.Or. 25.762, the scrapbook·of Sheik Ahmed Raşid, . encoiıntered 

twice above, also ·contains a Remzıoı -i mubta~ar-i J:ıazret-i 'Ali; a tab le relating 
thirteeiı: geomantic forms to 'stars' an'd signs of the zodiac; a tabıe·relating' th'e 
sixteen forms to foıtune/misfortune and sonie môre specifıed pİedictions; a 
prescription for a geomaİıtic procedure to establish whether a man loves or does 
not love one; a table relating the forms· tô the letters of the alphabenind their 
numerical ·value; and tables relating the:fonns to various 'conjunctions oUstars' 
and the signs of the zodiac as·well as those heavenly·bodies and their geomantic 
forms to the four elements.l02 On these last three pages there are als5>·elaborate 
draft tableaux. 

• Jl •,. . ' . Oneiroman'cy . ' · · ·;. ' 

Dreams and dream interpretation ~ere popular. ~ubjects ahd -~~cur in 
various literary genres, rangiİıg from ·l:zadith, historiography, to (au'to
)biography and narrative fiction, but were iııso part, as seeıi above,· of Islamic 
science,l03 The beliefthat dreams may predict the future h~ b~en ~·in·the West 
at least since Romeric times - and to a certaiİı extent, 'stili is, ~üıiiversally 
held.l04 Works on dream interpretation were known by Ottomans as 
ta 'bimiimes, and the Leiden Library preserves a smail calleetion of them. With 
a few exceptions - I alıeady discussed a Turkish version of the fundamental 
work by Ibn Sirin in the Leidenı co lleeti on above '-, these are all found iri 

101 Spelled as remil. 
·~ .. -;·· 

102 Cod.Or. 25.762, pp. 117, 119, 121, 122. 
:ı· 

103 Cf. Cemal Kafadar, 'Self and Others: The Diary of a Dervish in Seventeenth Century 
Istanbul and Pirst-Person Narratives in Ottoman Literature•; in Studia Islilmica 69 
(1989), pp. 121-50, esp. p. 131; Schmidt, Plire Water, p·. 57, passim .. , · ' ' 

104 See on the extensive Greek literature of the first millenium: Steven Michael 
Oberhelman, 'The Oneirocritic Literature of the Late Rom.an ·and Byzaniiiıe.Eras of 
Greece', PhD thesis, University of Minesota, MinneapoUs 1981. , · : · ' 
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miscellaneous volumes and are often both anonymous and very biiefor in 
tabular form. Copies date from the sixteenth to nlııeteenth century. S ome of 
these volumes contain ·more than one such work. ı os Some of the manuals are 
attributed to, not unexpectedly, the Prophet Yüsıif, famous for his dreams.l06 
An example of a work ·of that type ·is an anonymous Ta!birniime-i tıazret-i 
Yüsuj101- tfıe introduction .begins by·qliotlng the well-known verse from·the 
Koran in which Yüsuf told his father about his dream of the 'eleven stars, the 
sun and the moon' bowing down iiı worship to him.ıos After a discussion of 
the quality -· sound (inspired by way of the Angel of Dreams) and unsound (the 
work of the Devil) - of various dreams ~d the pious handling of the·m, the 
work consists of sixty chapters discussing, from the third onwards, the various 
things see~ in dreams and their meaning/portents, from (3) seeing God, 
Angels, Prophets •. the Throne, Paradise and the Reckoning, to (58) seeing 
'planks, ~~es! dishes, saucers, and th~ cutting of nails', and, finally (59, 60) 
seeing fragmentary and confıısed pictures. (Iİı Chapter 58 it is explained that the 
rake stands for a true friend, the plank for a vain wpman, the ~sh for an ear 
doctor ((cula(cçı), the saucer. for words, and the nail-cutting for serious 
words.)l09 A go9d e?'-ay:ıple of a more succinct work is found ~n Cod.Ör. 
12591 the rn!~_cellany of astrological a11d bibliomantic interest mentioned ;ıbo~e. 
The introductoı:y .secqon makes it clear that the contents of the b ri e~ man~al had 
been revealed to pıe Prophet Mul)ammad by God. The work proper,consists of 
a list. of the days o~ tht1·JJ?-.opth,-from the first to the twenty-ninth. The ent:pes for 
these qays, or .ra~er. nights, ~riefly indicate good and bad om~ns, Qred~ct 
whether enemJes will be beaten or wealth will be acquired, but they also give . . , . . . 

105 Codices Or.·1259(4)- see the first vo1ume of my catalogue, p. 545- Or. 1628{1,3), 
1634(2), 11.706(6), 11.722(2) - see the second volume of my catalogue, pp. 199-201, 
202, 559-60, 564- Or. 14.566(10), 18.175(4,5), and 25328(1,3,4,8)- deseribed i.ıi the 
third volume of my catalogue, forthcoming. Cod. Or. 1634(2), a work by Kurd Mehmed 
Efendi (d. 996/1587-8), is exceptional in that it is not so much a manual for the 
practitioner of the art as a theoretical treatise in which dreams are discussed as part of a 
process of mystical enlightenment 

106 Cod.Or. 25.728(1,3). 

107 Cod.Or. 25.728(1), part of a miscellaneous volume copied in 1249 (1833); it was at 
least partly based ona work by lbn Siriiı., cf. f. 7a:7 where his name is mentioned. The· 
MS was acquired from GJ.O. Bouwman in October 2000. · · 

108 Süra 12:4. 

109 Cod.Or. 25.728, f. 32a. 
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advice, for example: 'a dreaın which occurs on the fırst night points to being 
happy', and 'a dream which occurs on the third night shows fear; · it is 
necessary to give alms' .ııo The succinct ta' birnames are not only of the 
almanac format; but also make links to other fıelds of occult knowledge, like 
onomancy. The same manuscript that contains the fırst mentioned Ta'bimiime-i 
tıazret-i Yüsuf, also comprises a seetion on ta'bir-i J:ıesab.ı~ı In an introductory 
sectiqn it is explained that the dreamer should ask the name of the person he has 
seen in a dream and tot ıip the nurnerical value of each Jetter of that name. From 
the total units of twelve should be subtracted, the remaining numbers giving 
clues to the future, from on~ ('one' s wish will be fulfilled') to eleven ('one will 
find greatness and power [sul{iinl*]'). W~ a).so fınd references to dreams or 
their int~rpretation ~ a few sçrapbooks. 

·The Leiden Cod.Or. 1676d, a notebook, 208x128 mm, 77 folios, with, 
mostly, copies· of letters and poetry in diviini and rık'a scripts~ and apparently 
compiled by an arsenal official· called Mei:ımed Emin Höca, son of a certain 
Captain Yüsuf, in Istanbul araund the year 1810/1225.112 It contains tWo 
succinct ta 'bimiimes. The fırst113 is in the form of a table, preceded by an 
introduction of fıve lines. In it, an anonymous ~uthor states tha~ it' originated in 
the circle of 'ulemii at the couri of 'an Emperor fpiidişiih]'. Omens were to be 
drawn from the fırst letter of the first (Arabic) wordseenin a dİeaıiı- 'water' is 
given as an example given; it is mii' in Arabic, so one should look under the 
mim in the table. The table explains briefly what each Jetter means for the 
future, from 'one's rank will be high' (elif) to 'one's prayers and acts of 
obedience will find acceptance (ya)': The second one,114 'authorized by many 
high-ranking people', is a table in two cohimns, giving predictions for the fırst 
to the thirtieth nights; for instance, under the fourteenth night, one reads: 'after 
a month one may find happ!ness'. · 

110 Cod.Or. 1259, f. 44a. 

ll 1 Cod.Or. 25.728, ff. 33b-34a. 

112 Cf. the description in the second volume of, my catalogue, pp. 211-9. 

113 Cod.Or. 1676d, f. 22a. 

114 lbid. f. 25b. 
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Anather ta 'bimiime is found in a miscellaneous work, not in any way 
dedicated to the subject of dreaıİıing, namely, the Leiden Cod.Or. 1548,11~ 
copied in the Crimea in 1104 (1692-3), ·which contains an Arabic work oıi' 
jurisprudence to which -extensive additional text fragments in Arabic aiıd 
Turkish were added in fifty fôlios preceding and fallawing the main work by, 
at least in part, the copyist, _ el-])acc 'Abdürral:üm; the manuscript could therefore 
to a certain extent alsa be cônsidered a·sci:apbook. (The compiler, by the way, 
alsa knew Nev'i's encyclopaedia, a chapter from which is quoted by him.li6) 
Among these additional texts is 'a (Turkish) ta'bimiime-i mubtaşarll1 in the· 
form of a table, preceded by an introdu·ction of two lines. In it, the anonymous 
author states that it c>riginated in the circle of 'ulemii at the court of 'an Emperor 
[piidişiih] of Kharezmia', andapart from this is almost identical with the first 
one fouiıd in the·aforementioned notebook Cod.Or. 1676d. · 

The Science of Talismans and Amulets 

Talisman.s: inscrip~oııS consisting of magical signs, including symbols of 
the zodiac and 'stars', and amulets'with such inscriptions, carried on the body 
for protection and the waiding off evil, had already been in wide use in the 
Middle East pefore the advent qf I~l~. In Islamic times amulets, to which such 
inscriptions :were applied, carried both signs of_a magical, (among theın letters 
derived from ·the Hebrew or Kiıfic alphabets), astrological, or geomantic nature 
and texts of a pious nature like prayers, the name of Angels, and Koran verses, 
as well as figures of animals. men, or human hands. At an early stage, they had 
already become objects of a ~vely trade, mostly in the hands of dervishes.ııs 

Although only little attention was paid, as we have seen, to charms and 
amulets in Nev'i's encyclopaedia, and there particularly in relation to healing, 

115 See the second volume of my catalogne, pp. 195-1 ı. 
116 Cod.Or. 1548, ff. 203*. 

117 Jbid. f. 214b*; the text is similar to that found in Codices Or. 1676d, f. 22a, and 
25.728(8). 

118 See J. Ruska, B. Carra & C.E. Bosworth, 'Tilsam', in Eneyclopaedia of Islam, 2nd ed. 
To get an i?npression of the great vaiiation in format of Middle Eastem/Islami c amulets, 
see A. Fodor, Amulets from the Jslamic World (Budapest Studies in Arabic 2), Budapest 
1988. For Westem amulets and talismans, see Liselotte Hansmann & Lenz Kriss
Rettenbeck, Amulett und Talisman; Erscheinımgsfonn und Geschiclıte, Munich 1977. 
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their pr!Jquction and their,use_ seem_also.) to pave ,pe~n wide~pre~q in the 
Ottoman Empire, ~4. ~ey seem, as Lan~ fo und in ~gyp~. to h~ ve b~en; ıw. 
i.p.tegral pa,t of daily life, TJıis sit{!;ıtion is ov~rwh~lmingly,cpnfirıneq by tç;xtual. 
evipence: mapy .Ot!çm:~?Jl. n;ı~uscripts . iP.. Du tel}. çollections w ith tçxts ~ .anY;. 
gel).re: h.i,stocy,jı,ırisprudeı,ı.c~ • .religiqus~dogma •. oı: pq~try; c.ontain,~qtatjpns· 

qf a talisqıaı:ti.c, n~~e:. arnı:ıl~t ~yx~ •. m;ıgic squar~~ •. an.d diagraı:I).S, as .. w.~ıı .~. 
prayer pr~s,criptioD:~·-all me~t to ıp.anip~l~te f~ty)n .some w ay o ı: a~o~er_( ap çi_ 
thereby :approaching, _if n~t transır~ssing, o.~~ .sJJspec~ş. the boundaries .9( 
black magic). The Leide!J. coll~ctiç>n ı;Hş,o cqntains an amulet consisting.Ç>f a 
fold.ed piec_e of paper with an Arab.ic i}lscriP.tiQn.119 Muc_h of ~s qı~t~rial was. 
of a prnetical nature and intended .f9r spçcific purpos~ş. b)Jt.the theo~etical şip~ 
of matters waş not çompletely ign~r~d. ~ the4iden Uni~~rsicy cÇ>ll~tion a 
Turkish treatise on talismans is preserved, written by a certain Ahmed b. 
SUleymiin. According to its introductoıy sectioİı, it was composed for a sultan 
with a view to finding a means to suppress the plague. ~2~ Having briefly 
discussed the invisible (magfcal) infltİence of botJı earth.fy and heavenly 
elements on 'this world' '(examples gi~~n ar{ niagn~tismı2ı ' and the· e{fect of 
certain stars), the author m6~es'tcfth~ hidd~,l'powe~. combiniİıg b6$ ~leinen~; 
of talismans, 122 ·and Iist8 a iuimber· ıo:f~rustoricaı· e~amp1es, Cift~n~'ancierii 
monuments with straiıge (indecipherable)'~crlpts 'bı{ theı:n, siıch ahfi~fiiİ):ı~tis 
snake· chrunı ( obeiisk) Öf Istanbiıİ w bith-had · ili~' poteritlaf tri -Iieuti:aıize'~ the 

• j • • _ . : . • • :ı ~··L;~ .::, .·; ~.. .l1 ,i· :t~ ···.~ ... !· · · :·~ 

119 

120 

121 

122. 

·.:: ! ~~ .. jJ l : 

. • ' •. . _ . ~ . .. ı ,'" , · ~: ·: ; .. '·t\') _i;:l;'..~ ..... ı :.,_;_ 

In Cod.Or. 12.583. a eelleetion of photographs and various documents acquired from the 
estate of Franz Taeschner. in 1970; it :i.s d~cribed:in the thifd vol.ume ~f my· cat{llogue, 

forthco~ng. . . . . . , ; . J , •• • •• r;.' :. . : :~ .: . 
Cod.Or. 12.365(2), ff. 66b-79b, piırt of a miscellany with two works of history, copied 
in the mid-seventeenth century - deseribed in the third volume of my catalogue, 
forthcoıning. It was acquired iQ 1.970 from the Taescbner .collection. The author 
mentions him.self inf. 77b: 6-7; iri· sevenil paSsages he stateS that' he bad wiitte'n a môfe 
elaborate work entitled Kenz-i mufalsem. Neither the autlior .or the work ·seertr to ·be 
documented. 

• • . • ·~ .. - • . .. ! ~~ -

Magic power was ascribed to magnetic steel, as is clear from a brief treatise-found in 
Cod.Or. 23.493, _ff. 30b-32, Vfhi<:~ conıruns a _series of presc~p.tions i!lvolving m.agnets 
and, reportedly, based cin the authority of Aristôtle; the first, for example; explains that 

. anyone who carrles. a :smail maine_t' with' him wiil.be vouchsarecir free 'from ' damage 
caused by evil pens, witches, and tıiunderbolts: · · .. ' ,. :.·· · · 

" • • • •• • • ' • • • ~ t • ~- t. • • • . . 

Cf. Ullmann, Natıır- _und Geheimıvissensclıaf!eıı, p. 374. . ... • , , . . ! ...... 
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~ffects. of snake venom. 123 (Digreşsions of such kind ~~ also found in general 
histori,es, for example, .!he alreadY. ment~oned Künhü -l;a!Jbiir, particularly .in 
their descrfptions of Egypt and i ts histoncal mon~me!lts. 124) .In a second 
chapter, the author discusses the science ~f talismans proper, and states that it is 

' ' ' i . ' . ·. : . 1 • ' 1 ~· ' . • ( • • ' • • ' . ' i ' • • 1 ı " 

in fact a 'valid [Scibzb]"science', pra:ctised everywhere ~t~.~es and,should be 
considered to b'e part of üie scierice jf me~iiciİle, but ~her~as mediciİıe etires the 
h~an body, talisimins'cure .the world: ii is aıso; pili of 'the science of the 
stars', because without unde~stariding ~tr~logy, it fs iiiıı:ıo~sible to grasp the 

· working of talisımlns.ııs The po.tential of talismans is d~rlved fiom ilie metal. of · 
w hi ch the 'stars' are' coııiposed; a go'od talisman 'agalnst the plague, for 
insüince, should be composed, for example, of both red and'güt copper, of 
which, ·respectively, Veıius ~nd · Jupiİe~. known to .exert. iıifluence on the 
ma)ady, aie ılıade ı.İp.I26. Apart_ fr~m iriscripUons aiıd _de6_8ratioİıs, size aİıd 
forni- 'tlifee-diİri'biisionafor fiat, Öİ' ih the shap~ 'of ~i'seai- ar~ also impo~t to 
the degree'ofa tausman's ·p,otential.' se·credy aiıq abscliı~iıce'to be obser\t~d by 
the piactitiorier are eveh more crucial. 127 Local ciİciılnstaiıces - geography, the. 
wea~er, an.d lo~aı astrblogicciı influences also co~trlbute to the effectiveness of 
talismans, and all thiiıgs being ~qual it is, for example, always better to prevent 
plagüe ina city by_ı;naking stire the ali is as unpolltite(! as· pössible. · 

·- . . . . _,: .... . 
All this sounds sornewhat vague and generalized, and we get. a much 

better idea of how this sort of magic functioned in daily .life from such works as 
prayer bo ok~, quite a ı:ı~~ber of whlch are 'preseiV~4 ·in n'~tÇh c~lle~tlon~. A 
göod exiınple fJ· the (undated) 'r..eiden Co.d.Or. 1392, ofthe usual smail format 
(90 by. 75 mm). i is Most of the texts fm;nq · i~ ~it we~e \yritten' i,n a highly 
irregular nes!Ji hana, and are accompanied oy prescriptioıis for their use, for 
e:kampk, for th~· purpose of finding good 'fortune in lo ve, tıie avoidaiıce of 
pain, and the birth of male offspring. A seetion of the texts, wbich at times 

' 
123; Cod.Or: 12.365, f. _11a; cf. V.L. Menage, 'The Serpent Colıimn in Ottomaiı Sources', 

· : In Anarolian Studies'(Joumal of the British Inititute of Archaeology at.Ankara) XIV 
(1964), pp. 169-73. . . 

124 Cf. Schmidt; Pure Water, pp. 118-9: . 1 

125 C~d.Or. 12.365; f. 7lb.' ·. ' . 

' • ~' - ..... ~4 : • . ' 
• ; i 

126 lbid., f. 73b. 

127 lbid. ff. 73b-74b. 

128 Deseribed in the second volume of my catalogue, pp. 73-5. 
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(partly) consist of endlessly repeated invocations of the name of Mul)ammad, · 
but mostly of illegible sympols1 seemingiy rows of variously contorted 
mims, 129 are explicitly designated talisman inscriptions. · 

Such texts, a~d alsb related phe~oine:na ~e ·ına~c squares (in ~hlch~ 
onomancy - particul~ly the numeric;ıil .valu~ of the names of Gocİ ;- .and 
astrology play an iınportant role)l30. ai~ found in almost an our scrapbooks: 
Amongthemis the calleetion of text fragm_ents added to the Arabic work . ciiı, 

jurisdiction which had its origin in the late-seventeenth-century Crimea 
(Cod.Or. 1548, mentioried in the previous section): a drawing of two slipper
like shapes with magical script ('anyone who sees these will _be safe from 
disaster and will not pass away'), a prescription for an invoca~on (luck for 
those who say ya scilam 131 times), arid a drawing of two amulets with magica,l 
symbols.I31 The early-nineteenth-century notebook filled by the arsenal official 
(the aforementioned Cod.Or .. l 676d), contains a magic square coiısişting of 
drawn-out wordsaraund a central 'olursa'; two series ofpious texts writteı:ı in 
irregular crossed and ciİcular lines (and, it appears from an ~troductory line, 
partly illegible, to be attached to an egg buried in a buming hearth "[?]); anq 
prayer prescriptions ending with a circuiar diagraın araund the name" of 
Mul:ıarnmad with a pious text in Arabic as well as series of Jetters and magical 
symbols.l32 

Anather scrapbook, not yet encounte_red, the Leiden Cod.Or. i t539I33 
(measuring 175 by 114 mriı: 138 folios) contains mostly copies ofjetv(is' and" 
letters,· and was, it seems, firstcompiled by 'AbdulHih İmamzade, a na'ib ·ar 
Kuşadas!"- his nam~ occurs .in two colophons dated 1096 (1684:-5) .and 1ıp2 . 
(1690), but there are alsolater additions by different men. Among the plethôra 

129 

130 

These are the so-called Kalfafiriyfır, 'Brillenbuchsraben' in German; !heir origin is pre
fslamie and also oecur in, e.g., Hebrew magie texts. See for details, H.A. Winkler, 
Siegel und Clıaraktere in der Muhammedanisc/ıen Zauberei, Berlin & Leipzig, 1930, 
esp. pp. 150-67. · · 

See for details, particularly on squares with Jetters and numbers: H.S. Schuster, 
'Magische Quadrate im islamisehen Bereich; Ihr Entlehnung ins Abendland im 
Mittelalter sowie ihre Vorstufen', in Der Islam 49 (1972), pp. 1-84. 

131 Cod.Or. 1548, ff. 215b*, 216a* and 218a*. 
132 Cod.Or. 1676d, ff. 7a, 32a, 45a-47a. 

133 Deseribed in the second volume of my catalogue; pp. 511-6. 
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of texts there is also a· prescription for an amulet w.ith a prayer text to ward off 
plague (the text was to be tied to the right ann in the case of aman, and to the 
left ann in the case of a woman - it was written by a mollah called Muştaia. 
Şadrullahziide); vaiious prayer prescriptions, among them for the purposes of 
widening the iırinary' tract, the avoiding of poverty and the chasing away of 
genies; a prescription for a talisman text (to prevent theft; to be written on a 
piece of paper and put into··one' s turhan; attributed to Sheik Sivasi Efendi); and 
a prescription for keeping hold of a person (by having that person washed in 
water of the same weight as a Koran ·on which forty fatif:ıas had been said).134 

The hefty volume compiled by the İmii.m, Mal].müd b. I:Iasan b. · Veli 
(Cod.Or. 12.029), contains a plethora of talisman texts and diagrams, with, 
often, elaborate presciiptions, 135 ranging from prescriptions for the purpose of 
'conquering hearts' (which includes the recitation of prayers and the 
manipulation of a magic square - explicitly authorized by Ma.l)müd Efendi in 
1206/1791-2)136 to succinct prescriptions with drawings for amulets.137 The 
scrapbook compiled by, probably, .I:Jiiseyn ıihni around 1800 (the aforeriıen
tioned Cod.Or. 14.599) also contains many items in the same genre',l38 from 
prescriptions for a talisman to avoid magic spells and the infinence of genies (to 
be written on a piece of paper, to be put in water, that, in turn, was to be 
drunk)139 to the magic use of a Koran text (in order to have someone removed 
from one's neighbourhood- it includes, among other procedures, the burial of 
the text in an old ·graveyard in the · course of ·an afternoon).140 The 
aforementioned Cod.Or. 14.637, produced in Thessaly around 1900, contains 
a fragment of a treatise on talismans; 141 it consists of a number of chapters each 
dedicated to a specific .purpose, from divorce to the suppression of pain, with 
prescriptions accompanied by a few drawings; it ends with a survey of the 

134 Cod.Or. 11.539, ff. 29a, 58b, 59a. 
. . 

135 Cod.Or. 12.029, pp. 3-4, 17-8, 20-4, 26-8, 30, 34-5, 38-9, 191, 283, 484. 
136 /bid. p. 3. 

137 lbid. pp. 283, 484. 

138 Cod.Or. 14.599, ff. 4a-5a, lla, 12a-16a, 21a. 
139 Ibid. f. 4a. 

140 Ibid. f. 21a. 

141 Cod.Or. 14.637, ff. la-4b. 
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portents associated with the sun; the moon, and ~e planets. The scrapbooks of, 
probably, I:Iafız Efendi (the aforementi~ned .Cod.Or. 23.~93), and that, fınally, 
of Sheik Al).mee\ Raşid (Coı:I.Or; 25.762),-that both were compiled araund 
1800, are extraordinarily ~ch in materials on ma~c and talismans. The.fonn~r 
notebook in paİticular contains illustrations,.often. fınely. done, .of magic ·squares 
with accompanying· instructions fÔr their usel42; the. latter contains;: i9-
particular, a plethora of prayer prescriptions, ' many: .of them :for magic 
purposesl43 - · there-aı:e also prescriptions for talismans with drawings; 144 
including, as a last item, on~ of a human being with a knobbed pin in his hand·. 
It İS part of an elaborate prescription for anyone who w an ts 'to beat a person'; 
the fıgure with ~e pin had to· b~ dra~n. magic words had ihen to be Written on 
his lim\>s. and the süra al-' Adiyat t~ ?e r~İted sevent}i times. .. · 

.• ·· .. 
, Conclusion 

Thus far my survey of documentation provided by Dutch mar uscripts: as 
I said, it is not all-inclusive and İS meant to highlight ~mly some of the more 
frequently encountered, and· therefore perhaps most popular, aspects of our 
subject. Excluded were fields li.ke alchemy, chiromancy, palmoscopy·, .and 
physİognomy - but these, although quite prominent in Ottoman literature, do 
not fıgure, perhaps not'by co.incid~nce, in thetextsin our ~crapbooks ·- a_n.d,my 
survey .only touched, aş we saw, · İD· passing at other;fields of hermetiç 
knowledge_like onomancy. (Some other magic practices mentio~ed by Nev'i, 
like ornithomancy, do not.seem to have ·been current among the Ottomans:.-·at 
least, I have not come across-textsin that genre.) Even with these restrictions, 
and the resttiction that any choice of materials - in our çase: the Dutch·. Turkish 
collecti~ns - imply, this survey ~allows us nevertheless, I think, to draw· some 
tentative conclusions on the role the occult sciences - and even more: the 
resulting practice - in Ottoman culture. 

There. is no indication that the occult sciences, and bence: .the· pr~ctice of 
magic and divination, were consideied by the Ottomans to be doubious; on ~e 
contrary, manuals, treatises and more general works approac;hed both 

.. : 

142 Cod.Or. 23.493, ff. 30a, 46a, 5la, 5lb, 54a, 78a, 79b, 83a-84a, 86b, 9lb-95a, 96a. 

143 Cod.Or. 25.762, pp. 4, 5-6, passim. 

144 lbid. pp. 8, 79, 97, 136, 138, 139, and the inner back-board. -· 
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seriously; although n~t·all aspects of the matter were seen by all authors as 
desirable or.even legitimate .. As we saw, there was resistance to the practice of 
'black magic~ artd·.there were ş.Iso reservations.about astrology. On the other 
hand, no such inhibitions or doubts are encountered in our scrapbooks:.These 
in partic~ar have tP,e. pötential of illuminating unsuspected comers of private 
life, .often:Oh aday-to-day basis notfound in literature·written for areadership 
and multiplied for g~neral use. Their compilers/owners, indeed; must·have 
often used themas practical manuals·that were consulted when applying these 
arts, no,less than when .they, for example, were preparing pills on the basis of 
the many prescriptioiis for them al so fo und in these vohimes. The . more 
theoretical interest in hermetic knowledge was, it seems from our scrapbookS at 
least, only smail, and people seem to have been·far more interested in essentillls 
like the fate of their own love life, offspring, wealth, and friendships: The 
scrapbooks in particular seem to indicate that literary Ottoman culture as it was 
absorbed and passed on by such varying figures as a provincial substitute 
judge, an ~mam, or a capital-hased state official from, say 1680 to 1835, and 
perhapseven as Iate as 1900, was stili to a large extent of a mediaeval nature as 
we understand the term from the context ofWestem history, and uninfluenced 
by the notions fostered by the Enlightenment which had become current in the 
West by, about, 1750, even among the less well-educated classesin Europe 
and America. There is no development or change in the texts encountered in our 
manuscripts, nor do they disappear, and identicalletter-tables or magic squares 
can be found in volumes produced in the seventeenth or the nineteenth century. 
Magic and the belief in divination were part and pareel of a closed, some would 
even say claustrophobic, world picture in which God and His fınite Creation, 
including an intricate system of strange, magical forces, dominated by God but 
perhaps not completely out of reach of the adroit faithful! Attention paid to the se 
magical forces, and the resulting possibilities to manipulate or predict one' s 
fate, the scrapbooks seem tö show us, was and remained wide-spread, not only 
among uneducated 'folk', but also among w hat may be defined as the middle 
classes, both in the Istanbul and the provinces, who must, at least in some 
cases, have received medrese- and later perhaps also sametimes Western-style 
educations, being able as they were to read, reproduce and write texts in at least 
three languages: Arabic, Persian, and Ottom~ Turkish. 
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Objections could be raised that the analysis of only.a limited number of 
scrapbooks does not allow one to jump to conclusions - and it is of course 
desirable that greater nuınbers of such manuscripts will be studied in the future. 
Nevertheless, the fact that no ne of the scrapbooks in our· collections· - with, 
sometimes, the exception of miscellanies compiled with a specific purpose l.ilçe 
anthologies of poems or· exercise books with copied lectures (but these belong 
to a related but essentially different genre)- is completely innocent of these is 
telling. The importance of the role of the occult in Ottoman culture until, it 
seems, the end should also lead, I would suggest, to · a re-appraisal of the 
subject, stili often dismissed as ephemeral nonsense - which perhaps it was but 
which was not regarded as· such even by well-educated Ottomans. Such:a.re
appraisal would help us to understand more about what the Ottomans thought 
and did. · 
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